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(1) LED 
Charging, red lamp light. Full charged, blue lamp light low battery, red lamp flashing twice, voice prompt 
(2) Micro USB Charging Port 
(3) Volume+ - Volume up/Previous song, Tap twice-photographing 
(4) Multi-function Key 
Power on/off(Press about 4 seconds) Pause(Tap) 
Redial(Tap twice) Reconnect the missed device(Tap) 
Answer or hung up(Tap) Pairing (Press until headset blue and red lamp alternately flashing) 
(5) Volume- - Volume down/next song 
 
The procedure for connecting the Bluetooth headset to a mobile phone (Pairing). 
 
STEP 1 

Press the HIQ-L03 headset's Multifunction Key for about 4 seconds. This will turn the headset ON and a BLUE 
light will begin to flash. To initiate the Pairing Mode continue pressing the Multifunction Key until alternating 
RED and BLUE lights begin to flash. This indicates the headset is now in Pairing Mode (The headset will start 
searching for other Bluetooth enabled devices). 
 
STEP 2 

Open your Mobile Phone's Bluetooth function and search for other Bluetooth devices. You should see “L03” 
show in the search results. 
 
STEP 3 

Press the HIQ-L03 Headset's Multifunction key to make the connection. When the connection is successful the 
BLUE light will begin to flash. 
 
STEP 3 

The HIQ-L03 headset battery working time is approx. 4-6 hours. The standby time is about 200 hours when 
fully charged.  The actual working time and standby time will depend on the type of mobile device, the 
cellphone settings, and environmental conditions. 
Note - Pairing with a smart Bluetooth-enabled device only needs to be done one time.   

https://hqtelecom.com/bluetoothgadgets/headphoneselfie


 
How to connect with two (2) mobile phones 

 
STEP 1 

Press the HIQ-L03 headset's Multifunction Key for about 4 seconds. This will turn the headset ON and the 
BLUE light will begin to flash. Continue pressing until the RED/BLUE lights flash alternately. This will indicate 
the headset is in Pairing Mode.   
Open the Bluetooth function on the 1st Mobile phone and search for the HIQ-L03 headset. When it appears 
in the search results on the phone, press the Multifunction Key on the headset to complete the 1st 

connection.   
Press the headset's Multifunction Key until a RED light appears. This will turn OFF the headset and the 1st 

Mobile Phone's Bluetooth function. 
 
STEP 2 

Turn the HIQ-L03 headset ON again. Place the headset in Pairing Mode by pressing the Multifunction Key until 
you get flashing RED/BLUE lights.  
Open the Bluetooth function on the 2nd Mobile Phone and search for the HIQ-L03 headset. Press the 
Multifunction Key on the headset to complete the 2nd connection. 
 
Charging and maintaining the Bluetooth headset 
 
STEP 1 

Insert the recharging cable into the Headset Charge Port and switch on the power.  
A RED light will be ON while the battery is charging. Battery charging time is approx. 2 hours.   
When the battery is fully charged a BLUE light will be ON. 
 
STEP 2 

During use, when the battery is getting low, the HIQ-L03 headset will prompt the user with a "Beep Beep" 
sound. This means the battery needs to be charged immediately. 
 
STEP 3 

The HIQ-L03 headset battery working time is approx. 4-6 hours. The standby time is about 200 hours when 
fully charged. The actual working time and standby time will differ depending on the type of mobile device, 
different cellphone settings and differing environmental conditions. 
 
Taking Photographs 
 
STEP 1 

Ensure the HIQ-L03 Headset is switched on and connected to your mobile device. Place your mobile device 
into camera mode (the way you would normally take pictures with your mobile device) 
 
STEP 2 

Point your camera at your photographic subject. 
 
STEP 3 

Press the + volume button twice to take a photo.  Your mobile device will take photographs. 



 
 
For additional support, please visit https://hqtelecom.com 

https://hqtelecom.com/

